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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) service reps are assigned to a profile which has "View All" in Case object (Private OWD). To
make sure service reps have access to all relevant information to attend to customer requests, which two details should
a 

salesforce Architects consider? 

Choose 2 answers: 

A. Service reps will be able to access all UC contact records if they are controlled by parent. 

B. Service reps will not be able to access all UC contact records if they are controlled by parent. 

C. Service reps will be able to access all the UC Account records due to Implicit Sharing. 

D. Service reps will not be able to access all the UC Accounts records because Account OWD is private. 

Correct Answer: BD 

How can an architect achieve this https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.apexcode.meta/apexcode/apex_classes_perms_enforcing.htm Example: To check the field-level read permission of
the contact\\'s email field before querying 

for this field: 

if (Schema.sObjectType.Contact.fields.Email.isAccessible()) { Contact c = [SELECT Email FROM Contact WHERE Id=
:Id]; } 

Answer for B https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.apexcode.meta/apexcode/apex_classes_keywords_sharing.htm The "with sharing" keyword allows you to specify
that the sharing rules for the current user are considered for the class. You have to explicitly set this keyword for the
class because Apex code runs in system context. In system context, Apex code has access to all objects and fields--
object permissions, field-level security, sharing rules aren\\'t applied for the current user. This strategy ensures that code
doesn\\'t fail to run because of hidden fields or objects for a user. 

 

QUESTION 2

At Universal Containers, Accounts and Contacts are normally visible to all employees, and Proposals (custom object)
are visible to the Account owner and managers. However, some Proposals are considered confidential and are
managed by a Strategic Proposals team. These Proposals should not be visible to anyone in the Sales group other than
the owner and the strategic team. 

How should the architect design for this requirement? 

A. Proposal Owner set to the Strategic Deals Team Queue and set the Account relationship to Master-Detail. 

B. Disable Grant Access Using Hierarchies and set an Owner-Based Sharing rule for Strategic Deals team. 

C. Proposal Owner set to the Strategic Deals Team Queue and create an owner-based sharing rule to grant visibility to
the Account owner 

D. Disable Grant Access Using Hierarchies and set a Criteria-Based Sharing rule for Strategic Deals team. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A Visualforce controller has a requirement to be written with "Without Sharing" at the top level; however, certain
methods within the page still need to enforce the user permissions for creating records and accessing certain fields.
Which two methods below would be used to enforce this requirements? 

Choose 2 answers. 

A. Schema.DescribeFieldResult 

B. Schema.getGlobalDescribe 

C. UserInfo.getProfileID 

D. Schema.DescribeSObjectResult 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers\\' organization wide-defaults model is private for the Account object. A sales repeats to opportunity
records. 

Which level of access will the sales rep have to the related account record? 

A. No access 

B. Read/Create/Edit access 

C. Read/Create access 

D. Read-only access 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented Customer Community with customer community plus license for its
distributors. Retail distributors have part-time agents who work for multiple distributors. Those agents should have
access to 

other distributor accounts as well. 

What can be configured to grant agents access to different distributor accounts? 

A. Use Apex sharing to share distributor accounts with agents using the Account__ Share table. 

B. Use share group to share distributor accounts with agents who have account contact relationship. 
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C. Create sharing rules to share distributor accounts with agents. 

D. Create sharing set to share distributor accounts with agents using account contact relationship. 

Correct Answer: A 
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